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Abstract 

New information technologies (mobile Internet, cloud storage, social networking, Internet of 
Things) are transforming how individuals and social groups create new knowledge and understand 
the world. Military analysts cannot keep pace with the volume/variety/velocity of data collected 
from global sensors and multimedia sources (e.g., text, video, and images). Impressive gains in 
advanced analytics are emerging and are needed, in combination with new visualization 
technologies and approaches, to enable analysts full control over, and understanding of, the data 
relations. These technologies will help humans to derive meaningful and actionable conclusions 
from the massive amount of data available to them. This is particularly critical in a context where 
nations face an increasing threat of the global spread of terrorism, humanitarian crises/disaster, 
and public health emergencies. These threats are informed and/or influenced by the unprecedented 
rise of information sharing technologies and practices, even in the most underprivileged nations. 
In this new information environment, agile data algorithms, machine learning software, and alert 
mechanisms must exploit available data to support timely and effective decision making. Human 
users of these systems must understand the underlying context of the computational space to 
accurately interpret machine-processed indicators and warnings and recommendations. In this 
paper, we will explore human dimension considerations (e.g., opportunities, challenges, 
constraints) of multi-media analytics, in the context of advanced C2 environments that rely on a 
wide variety of machine learning and artificial intelligence systems to support commanders’ 
decision making. We briefly review text and video processing before turning to how analysis 
occurs and the cognitive challenges associated therein. We consider four aspects: User Interface, 
Collaboration, Adaptive Automation, and Trust.  We conclude with a discussion of future research 
needed to ensure effective human factors integration into the design and execution of text and 
video analytics.  
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Introduction 
Military decision makers require access to intelligence analysis products derived from multi-
source data to achieve mission success. Because these data have variable formats and 
provenance/uncertainty signatures, complex machine processing algorithms are needed to 
transform data into meaningful information. Understanding those computational algorithms is 
critical for human analysts charged with making sense of outputs in the context of the military 
mission. This is especially true in coalition campaigns against adaptive adversaries in unfamiliar 
terrain. In these scenarios, military staff engage in intelligence preparation of the operational 
environment to evaluate how adversary land, air, maritime, space, and other forces might threaten 
coalition forces and mission success (Joint Staff, 2014). A holistic view of this environment covers 
a wide range of factors spanning traditional political, military, economic, social, information, and 
infrastructure (PMESII) variables and also sociocultural factors such as the impact of ethnic groups 
and religions, leadership and worship traditions, demographic patterns, and the general cultural 
landscape with regard to political, economic, and social dynamics (Joint Staff). These information 
sources can be expected to include a mix of structured and unstructured data that require 
preprocessing transformations prior to loading into the analysis knowledge base. As the range and 
complexity of data sources continues to increase, analysts are faced with more data than can be 
practically interpreted by a human. This increases the risk that potentially critical information will 
be missed.  The combination of disparate “hard” (video and imagery) and “soft” (text) data sources 
into a common format of discrete data components, and subsequent exploitation by automated 
agents, is expected to alert analysts to intelligence cues that may otherwise be missed. Such a 
fusion process could allow the analyst to append more time interpreting information and less time 
searching for it (Bowman et al., 2016b). In the next section we review text and video processing 
before turning to how analysis occurs and the human factors challenges associated therein. We 
consider four aspects: User Interface, Collaboration, Adaptive Automation, and Trust.  We 
conclude with a discussion of future research needed to ensure effective human factors integration 
into multi-source analytics.  

Single Source Analytics of Text and Video   
Text Analytics 
Text and language play an important part in understanding the complex operational environment 
by providing key inputs for understanding cultures, attitudes, events, and relationships that drive 
behavior and coordinated actions. With advances and increased use of Internet and mobile 
communications, text information is available in unprecedented amounts and formats, presenting 
a unique opportunity to gain understanding through a wide variety of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) technologies. These support a range of linguistic, statistical, and machine learning 
techniques to model and structure information for exploratory data analysis, enrichment, and 
visualization (Bowman et al., 2016a). New applications of text analytics for threat alerts are 
increasingly demonstrated in the following ways: 1) Classification of individuals associated with 
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target adversary or criminal groups, 2) tracking topics/themes in social media or news platforms 
to identify emerging narratives, 3) identifying social groups associated with topics/themes in the 
larger social narrative, and 4) forecasting near-term (e.g., within six months) violent actions in a 
region based upon discourse analysis from political rhetoric, news, and social media. These types 
of text analytics products are critical to intelligence analysis because they provide supporting 
context to signals obtained from sensors that produce imagery and video observations. 

Video Analytics 
Machine indexing algorithms are critical to intelligence analysis to filter extremely large video 
files for frames relevant to a specific threat model.1 Scarce human analyst resources can then be 
used for analyzing those frames to detect, for example, signs of human activity or vehicle(s) that 
may pose a military threat. This requires algorithms to analyze video data (e.g., to detect and track 
people and vehicles and to identify where a particular human activity is taking place).  

In recent years, military forces have fielded several wide-area motion imagery (WAMI) sensor 
systems, which persistently monitor fixed geographic locations for long periods of time using 
electro-optic sensors.  As part of the overall persistent surveillance mission, the military services 
are expanding the deployment and development of airborne WAMI sensors. These sensors operate 
in predominantly urban settings, are capable of constantly monitoring many square kilometers for 
many hours, and generate terabytes of data per mission. Operationally, WAMI data are exploited 
for events of interest, both forensically and in real time. Events of interest can include starting 
points and destinations of tracks and nodes for related entities within the persistent field of view. 
They can also include activity and event-based normalcy and anomaly detections such as unique 
or unusual driving patterns that could signal a threat. Other types of events can be used to discover 
or highlight patterns-of-life associated with a variety of network types, including social, political, 
regional, and economic or military networks.  

The challenge is to identify potential threats based on the accumulation and correlation of multiple 
events and anomalies, and issue timely alerts with a minimal number of false alarms. WAMI data 
are having an increasing impact on operational outcomes, but current efforts to exploit these data 
are mostly manual and require hours to days of painstaking analysis to produce results. The tedious 
nature of current exploitation capabilities limits the ability to fully utilize the available data. 
Consequently, critical battlefield questions go unanswered and timely threat cues are missed.  

The primary information elements in WAMI data are entities in the context of roads, buildings, 
and other scene features. Exploitation of these entities yields tracks but in a complex urban 
environment, these tracks are severely fragmented due to occlusions, stops, and other factors. 
Within these localized events, algorithms that discover relationships and anomalies that are 
indicative of suspicious behavior, match previously learned threat activity, or match user-defined 
                                                           
1 In that sense, and for the purposes of this paper, video analytics also includes the analysis of still images (either 
stand-alone – e.g., pictures published online – or still frames extracted from videos.  
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threat activity should also be incorporated. While the localized events may each occur over a small 
spatiotemporal window, the overall threat activity sequence may span a much larger 
spatiotemporal window. Integrating these signals with results of text analytics products can serve 
to add context to the WAMI observations, for example, indicating a sports game is scheduled for 
a location where high traffic patterns are detected (Bowman et al., 2017).   

Combining Text and Video Analytics 
Irregular warfare, non-state terrorism threats, and uncertain environmental patterns that trigger 
major weather disasters make it difficult for military and government leaders to rely on traditional 
physics-based sensors alone to plan current and future actions.  While WAMI imagery is valuable 
for anomaly detection, vehicle movement and related indications and warnings, these sensors are 
affected by weather and environmental occlusions and are not capable of providing clues to human 
context that is critical to monitor goals, functions, and data needs (Rogova, 2009). Strategies for 
achieving contextual understanding can include observational data, a priori knowledge models, 
and inductive knowledge (Gomez-Perez & Moreno, 2010). Contextual understanding is generally 
achieved through a combination of human and computer processing techniques that take advantage 
of a person’s cognitive ability to fuse and assimilate multiple sources and types of information for 
new insights (Secker & Vachon, 2007).  In military environments, it is critical to incorporate both 
hard and soft data to gain an understanding of the delicate balance between individuals and groups 
in society and the environments (geopolitical, social, agricultural, etc.) upon which they depend.  
Analytic methods that correlate and fuse hard and soft data are challenging due to the nature of the 
data types and the metrics for determining outcomes (Hall et al., 2010).  Unlike much physical 
sensor information, however, data sources for this new type of problem are not classified or 
difficult to obtain; open source data are available and plentiful.  The challenge becomes correlating 
and fusing data of many different types that represent various aspects of a region of interest.  This 
approach is similar to the signal processing approach of weak signal detection, which is used to 
extract received signals (Kang et al., 2008), identify images in noisy backgrounds (Guangzhi et 
al., 2009), and conduct remote sensing of land and water resources for sustainable development of 
natural resources (Rao, 2001).  A novel approach to correlating a variety of data sources to 
understand problems in an area and forecast conflict is described by (West, 2005).  In this example, 
the potential conflict is the weak signal that is detected through the correlation of diverse datasets 
describing many features of the region, to include demographic, political, social, economic, 
educational, agricultural, weather, etc.   
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text and image-based data. This is especially the case with information collected from the internet, 
including social media. As part of the analysis process, the analyst must assess the veracity of the 
data (e.g., are there indicators of deception or manipulation?), its representativeness (e.g., the 
demographics of the source of data, the extent to which it represents the region or target of interest), 
the context in which it is collected (e.g., sociocultural nuances can change the meaning and 
interpretation of the information, and so can temporal factors such as when data is collected and 
over what period of time), and the “ground truth” of the data (i.e., to what extent does it represent 
or translate to the offline world and what are the operational impacts) (e.g., Jobidon & Forrester, 
2016). 

The predictive analytics stage of the workflow provides the analyst with the meaningful results of 
the computational exploitation of the multi-source data. These can include attack warnings, a 
changing geospatial picture, identification of emerging threat entities and threat network 
discoveries, and suggested risks to the mission. Each of these must be visualized in an intuitive 
manner, such as the use of maps, network diagrams, trend lines, baseball cards for key actors or 
groups, and risk dashboards.  

The analysis workflow shown in Figure 1 captures the familiar human factors challenge for 
intelligence analysis; to deliver the right information, at the right time, in the right place, in the 
right way, to the right person (Fischer, 2015). Technologies that take advantage of computational 
machine learning algorithms need an intuitive means of interacting and collaborating with humans 
in a transparent way.  This enables the humans to understand the computational strategy (e.g., 
assumptions the algorithm makes, how it can err) and outputs in a sufficient manner that they 
recognize and know the meaning of outputs, and can trust system components.  

Following are some identified challenges, desired capabilities, and research opportunities to 
support human decision making in this area. We discuss four specific challenges: user interaction, 
collaboration, adaptive automation, and trust.  

There are several human factors and cognitive challenges with intelligence analysis overall 
(McNeese, Buchanan, & Cooke, 2015; McNeese, Cooke, & Buchanan, 2015; Trent, Patterson, & 
Woods, 2007) and these can be compounded with multi-source analysis. Multi-source data is 
“complex, heterogeneous, dynamic, distributed, and very large” (Uselton et al., 1998). Therefore, 
even more than with single-source analysis, the onus is on the analyst to integrate, comprehend, 
and assess ever-evolving data of different natures coming in different formats and modalities. This 
creates a context in which some of the challenges identified are of particular interest: complexity, 
data integration and visualization, time pressure, workflow, and the need for user-centric adaptable 
tools.  

With respect to complexity, data/information overload is already an issue. With multiple sources 
of information to be analyzed, the process will be complicated with the necessity to integrate and 
comprehend large quantities of heterogeneous data in a dynamic manner (which is akin to 
understanding a complex system). However, the human cognitive constraints remain the same. 
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Making sense of complex systems is challenging, even for experts. The literature shows that even 
the judgment of highly skilled individuals is unreliable when they try and anticipate the behaviour 
of a dynamic system that has more than four variables (Halford, Baker, McCredden, & Bain, 2005). 
What this shows is that even for experts, considering the evolution and interrelationships of about 
five variables is very difficult (e.g., Halford et al., 2005).  

Considering the challenge of data integration and visualization, we note the following issues.  
Customizable and adaptable visualization is a critical component of text and video analysis to 
allow information to be displayed in a meaningful way for the analyst (McNeese, Cooke, & 
Buchanan, 2015). Not only must the tools reflect the heterogeneity and dynamism of the data and 
allow the analyst to visualize it from different perspectives and for different purposes (Antony, 
2016; Uselton et al., 1998), the display should be consistent with the analyst’s mental model of the 
analysis problem.  Analysts have been shown to generally follow a process model that is divided 
into three phases: developing context (building a mental model), data gathering and information 
processing, and understanding/knowledge creation (Hendrickson, Fendley & Kuperman, 2013). 
Tools must help the analyst integrate and “grasp” the information in order to support sensemaking 
and analysis. One of the challenges is to support the cognitive constraint mentioned previously and 
to allow the analyst to comprehend and make sense of as much relevant data as possible without 
cognitive overload or biased interpretations.  Cognitive bias can impact the data analysis process 
in several ways: anchoring (being influenced by one piece of information), projection (thinking 
that others implicitly know what you know), and representativeness (judging the correctness of a 
hypothesis by how much the available data resembles it) (Clegg et al., 2015).  Game-based training 
strategies were found to be effective for helping analysts understand, recognize, and mitigate 
sources of and tendencies toward bias in the sense-making process (Clegg et al.). Computational 
mitigation strategies can also be employed to reduce bias, such as in recommender strategies that 
encourage humans to consider more one answer to a query.  

Time pressures appears to be one of the biggest cognitive challenges for intelligence analysis (e.g., 
Johnston, 2005; McNeese, Buchanan, & Cooke, 2015; Trent, Patterson & Woods, 2007). Text and 
video data analysis can be either an added stressor or an aid in relieving some of the pressure of 
off the analysts, depending on how it is implemented, conducted, and managed. New approaches 
for video indexing have potential to reduce analyst cognitive burden if large repositories can be 
searched for video frames that contain behaviors of interest. Adding Automatic Character 
Recognition (ACR) capabilities to video analysis can supplement scene recognition tasks such as 
identifying the presence of a foreign flag in a video where the presence of that object is not 
mentioned in audio (and therefore not captured via audio transcription). Automatic detection and 
tagging of behaviors in video with text can also aid analyst cognitive burden, for example, by 
determining whether a detected throwing action is non-threatening (such as a person throwing a 
baseball) or threatening (such as a rioter throwing a Molotov cocktail or similar weapon).  

Related to the previous points, moving more towards analysis of multiple types of data may have 
impact on current workflows than those more focused on single-source analysis. From a human 
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factors perspective, understanding the workflow progression (what tasks, for what purpose, and 
when, both for the individual and collaborative aspects of the work) (McNeese, Cooke, & 
Buchanan, 2015) is critical to design and implement adequate processes and support tools. 
Changes to workflow needed to account for the conduct of multi-source analysis must be captured, 
assessed, and implemented.  

Multi-source analysis may require specific training, with regards to the tasks to be performed (e.g., 
new tradecraft or processes), collaborative requirements, and potential new tools to be used 
(McNeese, Buchanan, & Cooke, 2015). With the rush to exploit the social media domain, new 
tools are being developed and proposed as new modules to existing analysis pipelines. As 
workflows are expanded or modified to take advantage of new analytic capabilities, training for 
analysts is important from a minimum of two standpoints.  The first is to correctly understand the 
tool’s inherent functionality and relation to the larger workflow. The second is to ensure that the 
analyst’s mental model of the tool(s) correlates to the larger ecosystem of the analysis human-
machine system (Trent Patterson & Woods, 2007).   

Tool selection for complex analysis workflows should consider human factors elements in addition 
to the modular contribution the tool makes to the entire information processing pipeline. One of 
the most critical is that the tool support the human analysts and the way they work (McNeese, 
Buchanan, & Cooke, 2015; McNeese, Cooke, & Buchanan, 2015; Trent Patterson & Woods, 
2007). A tool will be discarded by analysts if they do not feel like it adds value to their work and/or 
if they feel that it increases their workload and time pressure burden. In a multi-source analysis 
context, it is therefore critical to determine what tasks or cognitive processes need to be supported 
and when (both for individual and collaborative aspects of the work) and to design and develop 
tools based on that knowledge.  

User Interaction 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) have become fairly sophisticated as mobile computing continues 
to develop and expand, with the more successful applications being those that understand the goals 
of the user community. This can be difficult to achieve with a diverse user population in terms of 
computational expertise and task goals. Cognitive work analysis (Rasmussen, Petjersen & 
Goodstein, 1994) is a discipline that studies complex sociotechnical systems for analysis, design, 
and evaluation. A highlight of effective GUI design is natural features for task and content 
interaction, speech, behavior, and gesture recognition/control, data visualization and manipulation 
tools, and cueing.  

For multi-source analytics, dashboards have become commonplace for the range of displays 
required to represent relevant features of the operating environment. Such dashboards can rapidly 
become overwhelming to analysts with a finite amount of attention and mental workload 
capacities. A recent experiment compared two social network analysis dashboards with a manual 
text analysis approach (Kase, Roy, & Cassenti, 2015).  Participants completed a knowledge 
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discovery task with a dashboard that visualized data with a sparkline graph, scatter plot, or 
messages representing the social network (manual method). Results showed that, on average, 
participants were more accurate performing sentiment analysis when using a scatter plot (73% 
correct answers) compared to a sparkline graph (50%) or reading text messages (45%). Further, 
participants more rapidly provided the correct response when using the scatter plot (Mdn = 27.77 
seconds) compared to the sparkline graph (Mdn = 29.41seconds) or reading text messages (Mdn 
= 68.58 seconds) (Kase, Roy, & Cassenti). In a more recent study, Ren et al. (submitted), 
investigated human understanding of different network visualizations in a large-scale online 
experiment. These were node-link and matrix representations of either 20 or 50 nodes. Results 
indicated that participant understanding was best for the node-link visualization, with higher 
accuracy and task times (Ren, et al.).  

Integrating multi-modal data analysis products in a dashboard visual display requires careful 
consideration of user knowledge requirements and expected interactions between the various types 
of data. Identifying, exploring, and capturing relationship linkages that could signal important 
features in data can be accomplished in several ways. Various types of diagrammatic knowledge 
maps that link data relationships include Mind-Maps (Buzan & Buzan, 1996), Concept Maps 
(Novak, 1984), Semantic Desktops (Sauermann et al., 2009), and Zooming user interfaces 
(Bederson et al., 1996). Haller and Abecker (2010) have built on the latter type to create iMapping, 
an approach that brings together strengths of several mapping approaches. This approach is built 
on general requirements for knowledge mapping approaches, including free placing (user decides 
where to place information), free relationship linking (linking information with different degrees 
of formalization), annotations (notes that can be hidden and easily retrieved), overview/abstraction 
(clustering and hierarchical relations), and scalability (for visually dealing with large data). 
Developing UIs that provide this type of flexibility for users with increasingly small screens (such 
as mobile phones) will continue to be a challenge in the multi-modal knowledge creation domain. 

Collaboration 
Intelligence analysis involves several aspects of collaboration throughout the workflow process 
from collection, to analysis, to production of intelligence outputs. Kang and Stasko (2011) suggest 
three types of collaboration inherent in this analysis workflow; sharing, content, and functional. 
Sharing information in all phases of the task facilitates shared awareness of the team. Content 
collaboration involves team members working together to produce an intelligence product. 
Functional collaboration occurs during the production phase where team members work together 
to edit documents and polish final deliverables (Kang & Stasko). In a more recent study of 
cybersecurity analysts, Ahrend, Jirotka, and Jones (2016) found that informal forms of 
collaboration and coordination build tacit knowledge of threats for actionable threat intelligence. 
However, the authors note that a lack of accessibility to knowledge about new threats and actors 
can reduce analysts’ ability to detect cyber threats in advance, contain damage, and obtain 
situational awareness.   
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Information Information fusion/integration of multi-source data 
 
Knowledge graphs with embedded threat models 

 
Approaches for transparency of computational solutions to analysts (humans can 

understand and explain computer solutions) 
 

People Computational modeling of social dynamics 
 

Social behavior considered at scale (local, regional, national, global) 
 
Social informatics, influence, learning and norms 
 
Dynamics of collective action 
 
Social contagion and diffusion of ideas  
 

Technology Visualization approaches to allow rapid sensemaking of complex patterns in 
data 

High Performance Computing processing for big data problems 
 
Natural Language Processing methods for extracting meaningful entities, events, 

relations, etc. 
Enterprise architectures to allow modularity of emerging tools and workflows   

Table 1 A Golden Triangle Depiction of Exemplary Research Topics for an Interdisciplinary Portfolio 

 

Adaptive Automation 
As information displays grow more complicated, adaptive automation may provide assistance to 
analysts in the form of increased situational awareness and reduced cognitive workload. Adaptive 
automation encompasses a class of computer aids that are meant to increase a user’s performance 
and triggered only when the user encounters difficulty with a task. Timing adaptive aids to assist 
only when the user needs them prevents the aids from becoming distracting or creating over 
reliance on them. In Cassenti, Gamble, and Bakdash (2016), the authors propose that cognition 
during complex task completion can be analyzed into four different stages: perception, information 
processing, decision making, and motor control. Cassenti and Veksler (in press) discuss different 
adaptive aids that may help each of these processes (Kase, et al., 2017). Challenges in adaptive 
automation aids include determining when automation is helpful, how much automation is needed, 
and which tasks have optimal gain from automation. Feigh et al. (2012) provides a framework for 
investigating adaptive automation triggering conditions. While these authors outline a paradigm 
for empirical investigation of adaptive automation, they do not execute the paradigm in a human 
subjects study.  Kaber et al. (2005) tested adaptive automation at various cognitive stages in an air 
traffic control task, including information acquisition, information analysis, decision making, and 
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action. Results of this study indicated that humans were better able to adapt to adaptive automation 
in action implementation compared with two of the other three cognitive stages; that is, 
information analysis and decision making.  

Trust 
An advanced analytics system should behave and perform in such a way that it generates a high 
level of trust in the user. Trust increases the likelihood that newly acquired knowledge is usefully 
absorbed (Atkinson & Clark, 2013) and used efficiently. This is important in the Intelligence and 
Counterterrorism domains as: the problems addressed are often complex and involve critical 
consequences; the analysts are highly skilled people; and they are imputable for their decisions. 
As with any collaboration with another person, the level of trust in the analytics system will need 
to develop with time, supported by various strategies.  This notion of trust is addressed in 
(Bergeron-Guyard et al., 2014).  

The first obvious step to raise the level of trust would be to provide the users with the appropriate 
level of training before they use the system. Having a better understanding of the system and how 
it works will possibly lead to a lower uncertainty about the obtained results, and potentially to 
higher trust.  

Another strategy could be to provide access to a traceability of the rationale behind any analysis 
or recommendation made. This will allow the user to build a level of understanding and confidence 
that may lead to greater trust in the system’s results. The system should allow the user to associate 
confidence indicators for different types of tasks (e.g., the user may develop trust more rapidly in 
certain identification types). As the system gets a higher level of trust for a given task, it could 
adapt its behavior in providing a lower level of feedback and, eventually, gain a certain level of 
automation (pending user validation).  

The use of conversational agents is another possible avenue to build trust. Brickmore & Cassell 
(2001) propose a conversational agent model meant to increase user’s trust in a system.  Moon 
(1998) demonstrated that a computer which uses a strategy of reciprocal, deepening self-disclosure 
in its (text-based) conversation with the user will cause the user to rate it as more attractive, divulge 
more intimate information, and become more likely to buy a product from the computer. 

In considering how to establish trust between human and system, one must also consider the types 
of tasks that are better suited for automation. The Automation Principle stipulates that if any of the 
tasks undertaken by the user in communicating to a computer are mechanical, tedious, error prone 
or prevalent, then they should be automated (Lambert, 2009). 
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Conclusions 
In summary, advanced text and video analytics need to be developed in ways that 1) Adapt to 
information needs based on mission objectives, context, and command decision maker needs; 2) 
Enable understanding of the situation to allow analysts to track machine algorithms and offered 
solutions for accuracy and relevance to the mission; and 3) Ensure timely decision making despite 
imperfect information/connectivity. Human factors research that can support these capabilities 
would include the following.  These suggestions will be used to inform strategic research 
investments across the US and Allied laboratories in the near future.  

Iterative human subject experimentation is needed to empirically establish the utility of various 
components of multi-source analytics and to ensure that humans can understand the computational 
mechanisms underlying the analysis process and accurately interpret results. Advanced touch, 
gestures, and voice technologies should continue to be explored to allow analysts to naturally 
interact with information objects and analysis results. Working toward a naturalistic human-
machine interface with structured and unstructured data sources and information objects will 
enhance the human’s understanding of the computational transformations and outputs and make 
interpretation of results more accurate and timely. Supporting this goal would be a taxonomy of 
naturalistic control behaviors for interacting with information across any information display, 
especially 3D displays in immersive settings. As these technologies mature and spread in use, 
interacting with complex data with adaptive automation displays should increase the knowledge 
discovery process by intuitive exploration of fused information. These naturalistic environments 
will be expected to include multi-modal (audio-visual) information presentation systems, to reduce 
analyst cognitive workload and support the discovery of patterns in the database related to the 
threat model currently exercised by the analysis process. Collaboration will continue to be a 
driving force, both with human-human and human-machine. Developing synchronous and 
asynchronous collaboration methods for both types is a common goal. Finally, benchmarks should 
be established for current human-machine interaction metrics (speed, accuracy, completeness) in 
order to quantify the value obtained by the computational methods employed for information 
exploitation and to specifically quantify the mission effectiveness quotient gained by these 
processes.  
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